
 

How to use the cheat codes: The NES games, like most games of that era, were designed for players to play without the help of any outside sources. This feature was considered common practice and was not criticized by gamers or game developers alike. However, as time went on and gaming technology improved, many other developers felt it necessary to include means for players to cheat in their
games. For this reason, the first thing you need is a set of cheat codes for one or more NES games. The first way I know how to do this is by looking online and finding a website that already has them. Alternatively, you can choose to download a NES cheat code program by clicking on the link below.

The next thing you should do is find a way to identify your NES system. You can do this by searching Google by your model number or searching for websites that know the specific way it's spelled (it doesn't matter). After that, you will need to install any two programs that will allow you to enter and use cheat codes. The first program I would recommend is CEMU (http://cemu.info), it's free and
supports almost all emulated games for the SNES and Genesis consoles as well as many special features such as custom homepages and cheat/debug console messages. I would recommend the second program to be a homebrew NES emulator that supports cheat codes. The one I use is Nestopia (http://nestopia.sourceforge.net/), though many others will do (just google it). Note that you will need the
Windows version for this, but these two programs do not require any special downloads or files; you can use them on most anything with Windows XP or Newer. The last thing you're going to need is either an original game or ROM file (though not necessarily). You can find these almost anywhere on the Internet if you know where to look, though they tend to be illegal in most areas of the world. You
can buy games in stores or find them online, and you can find ROM X (which is an ISO file that contains a complete copy of a game) on many websites. To play NES games on Windows, you will need to either buy the cartridge and run it with CEMU or use the ROM X file, whether for Nestopia or another emulator. You can also download NES emulators such as Nestopia and Nintendulator directly
from the Internet. Once you've downloaded all of these files, if using an emulator such as Nestopia, unzip all files except for the one that corresponds to your original game and then put the complete set in the same directory as that game. Typically you would put the ROM file in the root directory and the cheat code files in a subdirectory of that. If you're using the actual cartridge, make sure to put
those files inside it as well. Once those are all done, go ahead and open CEMU (or whichever emulator you've downloaded), load up your NES ROM file and enter both sets of codes. It's highly recommended that you test these codes with games that you already own on your system; if there's a glitch or bug that prevents your game from running properly, then you know which code is causing it and will
be able to find a fix for it later.
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